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COVER:

Carl Kunath in a well decorated passage in Fawcett's Cave.
Photo by Carl v.rith a Brownie "Hawkeye", fixed aperture, fixed
focus, 2-3 flashbu1bs.

The TEXAS CAVER .is a monthly publication of the Texas Speleological Association, an internal organization of the National Speleological Society, and is published in Euless, Texas. Material for publication
should be typed double-spaced and sent to the Editor at 305 Bayless Dr.
Euless, Texas 76039 no later than the first of the month of publication.
Grotto news and trip reports should be sent to the Assistant Editor,
Mike Moody, at P.O. Box 533, Euless, Texas 76039. Subscriptions are
$4.00 per year for 12 issues and all subscriptions begin with the Jan~
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Get Your Head Out . ..
or
YOUR HARDHAT AIN'T NO GOOD
Most of us know well and appreciate the value of a hardhat. Almost no
self-respecting caver will be seen in a cave without one. I doubt that
there is a caver among us who hasn't, at one time or another. sto0d up
prematurely from a crawlway, banged his head on the low ceiling and said
sonething like, "Thank Oztotl for hardhats." But the real value of our
protective turtle top becomes evident when one takes to verticle caving.
Any caver that doesn't wear one while doing pit work is just asking for a
cracked skull. It doesn't take even a small rock falling very far to do
a job on a quarter-inch thick headbone.
Anyone who's been at the bottom of a pit and heard the frightful scream
of "ROCK!" from above can surely relate the helplessness they felt even
~ith their hardhat on.
And rightly so. For very few of the cavers here
i n the u.s. today have adequate head protection. To the best of my knowledge, less than 100 of the 3,000-4,000 current NSS members wear hardhats
that even approach adequacy. This doesn't even take into account the several thousand non-NSS cavers who wear old army helmet liners, or worse,
nothing at all. What I'm getting at is the simple fact that your hardhat
isn't any good. Yes, yours! That aluminum or fiberglass or plastic
shell with the adjustable riveted strap headband and suspension is only
slightly better than your bare head itself when it comes to protecting
you from falling rocks, Gibbs ascender cams, or other heavier-than-air
objects that so often rattle or woosh down the pits you happen to be in
or are standing at the bottom of. Much too often the suspension collapses and the rock (if it's any bigger than a golf ball) continues, only
slightly slowed, into your skull.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines took notice of this problem, and some years
ago instituted some tests to determine exactly what the protective parameters of the suspension type hardhat were. The general evaluation was
that these hardhats (the kind you and I have been wearing) are suitable
for protecting the head from a 6 foot-pound verticle blow. That is a 1
pound rock (about the size of your fist) falling 6 feet, or a 6 pound one
falling 1 foot. Not much protection, huh? Bow many pits are only 6 feet
deep? How many rocks have you seen fall 50 feet or so that weigh a pound
or more? And what's worse, the same hardhats have even less protection
from a side blow. Consider this: they are adequate to protect a person
falling-a-grand total of one inch! That's right, one (1) measly inch!
Now how do you feel about that $5-$7 stalactite scraper you wear around
on your head without a concern in the world? Lots of money for nothing,
huh? It is good for carrying your lamp, I guess. But I have a better
thing in mind.
Now available to you at 0nly slightly more than wholesale c0st (to cover postage) is a hardhat that offers you as much protection as is available today. Far from perfect of course (the perfect hardhat will never
be made), this new hat is perhaps the ultimate availaQle through t0day's
technology. Basically, what they are are crushable foam lined, fiber-
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The IMPACT I Caving Helmet

glass motorcycle type, half coverage helmets. They offer you at least
24 foot-pounds of protection (maybe more). They are all plastic, completely waterproof, easily cleaned, and relatively lightweight (much
less tha:; you'd expect). They come complete with a universal lamp bracket for either wire or spade clip carbide lamps, or your favorite electric light. And of much importance is the rugged, nylon, positive locking, non-elastic chin strap that keeps your head inside the hat where
it belongs. The hat can't fall off while you're climbing a rope or
tumbling down a breakdown slope. The liner is adjustable to any head
size and allows plenty of ventilation, once a problem with other hats
of this type. Now, what more can I say but to paraphrase the old saying that, "You can't pay too much for safety!" For what they have to
offer, these helmets would be a good buy at even $20-$30. But alas,
such is not the case. Indeed, they're not even $15. Or $12. But they
can be had for only $10. Postpaid!
Consider it---4 times the protection for only 2/3 more than y0u paid for your present, inadequate
piece of headgear.
Gill Ediger
Features:
High Impact Energy absorption
Non-elastic chin strap
Tough fiberglass outer shell
Lamp bracket installed
Size adjustable 6 l/2 to 3
No color decisions to make--white only!
Cheap--only $10 (Postpaid)

Order from (and make checks
payable to):
Neal Morris
Box 2213
Texas A&I University
Kingsville, Tx. 73363
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LETTERS PAY OFF
(Ed. note: The follovring is an exchange of letters between Carl Kunath
and Mr. R.A. Harrell, a rancher. This is a perfect example of how a simple courtesy can bring it's own reward. Please note the time interval
involved (almost 3 years). If more of us would follow Carl's example we
would have a vastly ~etter caver-landowner relationship. Why not try
this out? You too m1ght get a cave lead in the mail someday.)
Mr. R.A. Harrell

10-25-63

Dear Sir:
Enclosed is a map of your cave and a picture taken about 2/3 of the
way to the back.
Thanks for allowing us to visit the cave. I would appreciate knowing
about any other caves in the area that you might know about.
Best regards,
Carl Kunath
June 19, 1971
Dear Mr. Kunath
Several years ago you explored and mapped the Dudley Cave located on
our ranch east of Ozona and I am wondering if you might be interested in
a recent development there.
Following an eight inch rain about a month ago there opened up a new
hole, approximately twenty feet deep, about three miles southeast of the
Dudley cave. We do not detect any large caverns but much dirt has disappeared. At the present time my plans are to try to stop the erosion by
filling the hole in some way. But it occured to me that you might like to
have a look first.
If you are interested you can contact me either here in town or at the
ranch south of Ozona.
Very truly yours,
R.A. Harrell
Mr. R.A. Harrell

21 June 1971

Dear Sir:
Thank you very much for your recent letter informing me of the cave
recently discovered on your property. It was very considerate of you to
take the time to let me know about it. Unfortunately, I am so involved
in the work of summer school that it would be some time before I would
have an opportunity to inspect the cave. Therefore, I have taken the liberty of forwarding the news to other caver friends of mine who may have
time to investigate in the near future. Meanwhile, we hope you will be
able to put off sealing the cave as we are anxious to see what may be
there.
Best regards,
Carl Kunath
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Only C. Edwin Kunath could ride his
mot0rcycle down a Terlingua creekbed, jump from a ledge, and smash
into a new Mercury Cougar.
~

We read a story recent ly
-.~r:.::::o~
about this Englishman who
had a chilling experienc e.
Seems that his living room was always cold even when
the rest of the house was warm.
After 15 years of
wondering why, he decided to find out the reason. So
he remo ved a few floorboards and discovered a pit--one over a tho us and feet deep ~
The ho u se had been
unknowingly b u ilt over an old mine shaft that had la t er caved in.
How thick is a floorboard ? Maybe half
an inch.

~

It pays to advertise in the TC!
Ken griffin had an ad for
his lost glasses dropped from an airplane at the Sinkhole,
remember? Wo u ld you bel ie ve Raquel Welch found them in the
cave without a scratch ? -- Would you believe Scott Harden fo u~d
t hem two feet from the edge all beat to hell? True! Ken se nt
him a free "Speleo T. Agnew" book as a reward.
Scott rep or t edly cut it up and made an envelope to mail the glasses in ,
and plans to use the rest as "emergency paper" on cave trip s.
What do you have to say about that, Ken?
More news from Terlingua~ At the recent Chili Cookoff, G.
Jo n Kunath had the occasion to proform a heroic lifesa vi ng
deed.
While she and R. Glenn Fieseler were standing by
the stage/porch, Wino Willie, Chairman of the California
Temperance 1Jnion was preaching about the sins of drink an cl
wit hout warning staggered too near the edge and fel l bod i ly
into the arms of G. Jo n.
With an assist from R. Glenn,
Wino Willie was returned to the porch to continue his ba bbling (after a q u ick nip to calm his nerves).
G. Jon wa s
awarded the CV SUCKS Super-Hero Lifesaving Medal (Alumin um)
with Ring Pull Tab Cluste r.
Mi ke Mood~ as calmly as c0u ld be, says he's getting marrie d
J anuary 1,1972. Fieseler is supposed to be best man!
Can
you dig that?
From CV SUCKS Newslette r, Vol. II , No. l, we read that
in answer to a question about the content of one of his
talks at a TSA Convention . Bill Russ ell had this to sa v :
"I kno w that you 're certain you believe you understand what you think I said, but I'm not sure you
realize that what you heard is not what I meant."
OZTOTL, Vol. V, No. l, has the world's loudest cave
map -- a brigh t p u rple one courtesy of Terry Raines.
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SCRUBBY CREEK CAVE
or
CAVING "DOWN UNDER"

A 200 mile drive across the southern coast of Victoria, Australia,

from Melbourne to Buchan started this trip . . Shifting gears with the
left hand, driving from the right side fo the front seat, and driving on
the left side of the "bitumen" were only a few of the strange things experienced on this trip to see an Australian cave. The two native
"blokes" sitting in the back seat carried on an uninterpretable conversation in a language they called "English". To be understood when talking to me they often had to repeat slower or rephrase their sentences.
The trip was marked by an incident when we stopped for "fish and chips".
;Jnderstanding that "chips" were french fries, I thought I would get some
but upon ordering ''fish and ships'', the waiter said "Wot do yer want,
mate?" I said "fish and chips." He obviously didn't understand me but
made the matter worse by rephraseing the question in "English" whereupon
I ceased to understand and gave a distressed look at my Aussie companions and they tried to explain to me. Still not understanding, I said
"Give me the same as they had.", and finally got an order. It turned
out to be some kind of fish patty and a good sized order of french fries
which were very good. The rest of the trip was late at night and not
much was to be seen, except small towns, an occasional "roo" which had
been hit by a car, and ghostly white reflecting leaves on bushes and
trees.
We spent the night at the Victorian Speleological Association's "hut"
which was a picturesque old farmhouse built at different times into a
tri-level home with porches all around. The rooms were bare except for
some furniture around the fireplace and the kitchen. It was all old,
but it had "character", and a roof, and only cost $2 a month.
Buchan seems to be a g00d caving area with many caves dotted 0n the
maps and t he next m~rning we drove off to see one. When we stopped the
cars I was suprised to see everyone putting on those enormous packs on
frames and the v were full! Here I was with a canteen belt and a camera
box. I felt almost naked. When we arrived at t ~ e entrance I found out
wnat was in those packs. Everyone pulled out wetsuits and put them on,
leaving the packs at the entrance. This was when I began to wonder
what I had gotten nty self into. While waiting for t hem to get read :; , I
stepped down the hill thru dense grasses and ferns to a little stream
theJ said came out of the cave. The water was clear and cold. I began
to long for nice warm Indian Creek Cave.
The entrance of the cave was a clammy, cold, windy crawl over small
gravel which 0pened into larger breakdown areas with cave formations.
After many ups and downs, and sometimes down to the water, we foll~wed
the creek upstream thru some prett y areas with pools and formations.
All of a sudden the group picked up speed and rushed over a small hill,
slid down a mud slide into a pool of water and basked there as if they
were on Miami Beach only to climb back out, over the hill, and on down
the passage. Weird people these. Here I was, mud covered and chilled
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to the bone, and I didn't want to jump into that icy water. I finally
understood enough to find out that the wet suits were hot and they
were just cooling off.
Later, the river passage began to go down and the water, being a
liquid, stayed up, eventually greeting the ceiling. This being the
place where my Texas caving would stop, I thought, "Where to now?" So,
needless to say, I had some trouble with this particular place called
"The Sump", where there was only a little air space, but I'll leave
that tale to tell when I get back.
On the other side we waded in now warm water through some beautiful
river passage passing through some nice formation areas until we came
to another of those sumps. This was the purpose of the trip, the
pushing of the sump. The water level was not low enough. A small air
gap could be seen but not enough--so we proceeded to lower the level
of the water by digging the stream bed lower. We spent several hours
digging bare handed in the cold gravelly mud, obviously making headway,
but not much hope in sight until we began to hear a boom-boom-boom,
spaced about one second apart. We exchanged questioning glances at
first but then realized it must be air bubbles in the sump. This gave
much more encouragement and we began to dig even harder.
After a while, when everyone was tired and had no fingernails left,
we took a "tea" break. Knowing tea meant a meal, I headed for my can
of beans. Much to my suprise, a small wire-supported stove was pulled
out, a "billy" placed on top with water inside, a propane bottle heated
the water to boiling, and hot tea was served. I almost choked on my
cold beans and water. I shiveringly admitted to myself that while it
would be a lot of trouble to bring in, it sure would be nice in a cold
cave like Scrubby Creek. Smart blokes. "Yer want some tea?" they asked. Bravely maintaining a tradition, I kept a stiff upper lip (from
the cold, no doubt) and declined.
After digging a while longer, and producing little new results, we
left the cave. Emerging top side, I rushed down to the now warm and
muddy water emerging from the cave and rinsed off the top 4 or 5 layers
of mud. While loading the car and waiting for the rest of the crew to
change into their dry, warm clothes carried in those big packs, I actually steamed over a fire. The clothes wouldn't burn, they were too
wet, but they sure did steam.
So ended my first caving trip in Australia. Up there near the Southern Cross, a full moon shone through the steam rising from my clothes
as I huddled over the fire.
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Sanchez Sez.
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A fool and his manila are soon parted.
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Floyd Collins was stoned.
The Speleograph, Vol. VII, No. 10
(Oregon Grotto)
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Bruce Stone

We regretfully report the deaths of Chris Cleveland and Bruce
Stone, both cavers from Houston. They drowned in the siphon in
Gruta de Carrizal on 26 November 1971, the Friday after Thanksgiving about 3:00 P.M.
The boys' bodies were finally recovered Sunday morning and
returned to the United States by a rescue team of assorted Texas
ca vers.
Chris was lS years old and a student at Rice Jniversity.
He
had been an active caver for several months.
Bruce was a 17 year
old high school student who had just started caving. The funerals for both boys were held Tuesday, 30 November.
A complete report of this accident will appear in the November
issue of the TEXAS CAVER and in an AMCS publication.

BOG
The January TSA Board of Governors Meeting will be held the last
weekend of January (Saturdsy, the 29th) in Austin, Texas. As of this
date, we do not have the actual meeting room, but it will be somewhere
on the UT campus-probably the student union building. When a certain
location is finally decided upon, we will notify you by another notice in
the CAVER or send out a special flyer.
Grottoes and clubs should select representatives to attend the meeting prior to the meeting itself.
Most groups still need to send the TSA
secretary their membership lists. This and other TSA correspondence for
1972 should be sent to the new TSA Secretary, Ollene Bundrant.
Texas Speleological Association
Ollene Bundrant, Secretary
107 Tomahawk Trail
San Antonio, Texas 73232
Since this BOG Meeting is being held in a nice central location, we
feel that we should have a large turnout. There is also CAVES nearby
for those who wish to indulge in our chosen activitie. There will doubtless be a party or two Friday and Saturday nights. Where? We don't know
yet--meet all of us in Austin and find out.
Let's start 1972 off right
with a super-gathering of the clan.
Be There!
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Tinaja on~~~~~~
or
GEORGE OF THE JUNGLE DOES HIS THING
(Reprint from PASS OUT, Vol. 1, No. 2, Mar-Apr 1970 by George Sevra)
It was Thanksgiving in Mexico with cranberry sauce and a hamburger
steak. Anywho, thanks to the expertise of our guides (from somewhere
called San Mucus, I think), three members from the Pan American s.s. he ad ed into the jungle to find Sotano de la Tinaja. Ken Johnson, Penny Jones
and I were busting around when Ken found the cave. We were faced with a
200 foot verticle drop to the mouth of the cave. Ken took the lead at
first, followed by me and Penny. Down about 25-30 feet was a large led ge
with only one apparent way down---on vines! I investigated the vines
since I was the smallest, and found them to be quite strong enough to sup port my weight. Easing over the ledge, I began to firepole down these
vines.
The drop was about 35 feet to a narrow ledge below. I made it down
without hitting a single tree! Then I proceeded to scope out the situation. I moved along the ledge to another drop while Ken and Penny watc hed from the top of the vines. I lowered myself over the ledge and hung
by my fingertips to ease the drop. Still, I had to drop about two feet
to the next ledge and wondered how I would get back up if I could not ge t
down.
Meanwhile, Ken began the descent on the vines. I moved along further
using only hand and foot holds to a very small, narrow ledge. From my
vantage point, I could see no way down. I shouted back to Penny not to
come down the vines and for Ken not to try to come any further. San Marcos to the rescue! "If you can get to that crack, you can chimney down. 11
He disappeared. Jon Clayton (PASS) came around the way we should have
gone and offered his assistance; 11 If you can get to that crack, you can
chimney down.", and he left. The San Marcos caver returned and this time
offered some worthwhile help. While Ken waited to see if I made it or
not, and Penny returned to the top, I decided to give it a go.
Inching my way along the cliff, I made it to the fault, but it was too
slick to chimney. From below came, 11 Try that fat-ass vine to your left
and you can come the rest of the way on it." He was right, there was a
fat-ass vine that went the full length of the remaining drop. I had to
descend Another 5 feet to get to a part of the vine I could get my hands
around. The vine was covered with moss and very slippery. I squeezed
down to get a grip on the vine and reached across the narrow fault to
grab it. My foot slipped as I grabbed the vine and I slid down the remaining 35 feet.
It was Ken's turn now. I supervised as he climbed. He got to the
point where he had to foothold to the fault and realized that he had forgotten his hard hat at the base of the first vines. He made it back with
little difficulty and then made it to the bottom. We joined up then with
the rest of the group which had found the correct way down.
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REVIEW
Lundelius, Ernest 1., Jr., and Slaughter, Bob H. 1971. Natural History
of Texas Caves. Gulf Natural History, Box 31097, Dallas, Texas 75231.
174 pp.
In early 1970 a symposium on the natural history of Texas caves was
held at the meeting of the Texas Academy of Science at Angelo State College. The collected papers, revised and amended, are now published as
Natural History of Texas Caves.
The table of contents is impressive, with papers covering most aspects of Texas caves. Topics include geology, vertebrate and invertebrate fauna, archeology, history, and ecology. Perhaps the most noteworthy paper is that by Bob Mitchell and James Reddell, "The Invertebrate Fauna of Texas Caves"; it includes 13 range distribution maps and
50 of Mitchell's incomparable photos in it's 56 pages. Articles by other TSA members include:
"Bats of Texas Caves" by Robert 1. Packard and Tony Mollhagen
"Cave and Karst Regions of Texas" by A. Richard Smith
"The Texas Speleological Association" by Pete Lindsley and Rex
Shepherd
"Texas Clastic Cave Sediments" by R. [Bud] Frank
In addition, the book is dedicated to James Reddell.
The volume has only two major faults: quality and cost. Printing
quality is reminiscent of Terry Raines' first experiments with an offset
press, and nowhere approaching the beauty of, for example, AMCS Bulletin
4. The cost, $7.50 plus tax ($7.32) is exorbitant, especially for a
paperback, even a big one.
The book should be in every club library, and many other serious cavers will want to buy it. Texas cavers shouldn't have waited for an outsider to do the work; we could have done at least as well.
A. Richard Smith
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Here are a couple

more recipe ideas try on your next caving trip, if
you think you can hack it. They are guarenteed to be different if nothing else. Why not try one?
VINEGAR PIE
1 cup sugar
1 cup cold \'Tater
4 egs, beaten

2 tbsp. flour
Butter, the size of an egg
5, tbsp. vinegar

Combine all ingredients thoroughly. Cook until thick and pour into a prepared crust. Put in the oven and brown.

-

PEANUT BUTTER AND JALAPENO
SANDWICHES
peanut butter

jalapeno peppers

bread

Spread the peanut butter on slice of bread. Place sliced jalapenos (or
sprinkle chopped jalapenos) over the peanut butter. Cover with another
slice of bread.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I
"wllli:J YOU JAlD 'PJG HA.i:RY Pl"T' I 'rHDVGHT
Yo:J ;.;EAtI':' A DE.SP CA'v.b!"

*
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Beneath the tundra and the foliage,
singly I attempt
to gather close to me
the breath of solitude.
travel warmly
the wi n di n g passages
that lead me onward
and seek the solitary lead
that would become the passage
of my life.
I

This
is my lo ve
and this shall be
how life mu st end-crawling thro ugh
the marrowbones of mother earth
to read the dates
that man co u ld never write
nor ever clearly read.

DEFAZ
230ct71

-':-

*

*

*

*

*

1
/

/

/

*

*

*

*
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DATE: 2-13 August 1971
DESTINATilN: West Texas and Carlsbad
PERSINNEL: Scott '-rarden and fg_mily
REPORTED RY: Scott Barden
Entered three new(?) caves and obtained many leads. Went through
Carlsbad and Sonora Caverns and were impressed by both. We drave thru
the big floods. Cibolo Creek was quite wet with Fair Hole getting
quite a workout. The Guadalupe at Kerrville looked like the Mississippi
and was one half mile wide ~r m0re. People were on the bridge gaping
and taking pictures, someone was measuring the water flow. Quite Spectacul~r. Made it home safely.
DATE: 7 August 1971
DESTINATilN: La Gruta del Palmit0
PERSONNET,: Roger McMillon and Wayne Russell
REP1RTED ~Y: Wayne Russell
We hB.d a very successful trip compared to some we've heard of. We
checked a few Jeads with no luck, got several very satifactory photas
and hB.d no trouble at the border but it seems that the price of admissi JD
hB.s gone up. Anyone know the going rB.te?
DATE: 13-20 August 1971
DESTINATION: Valles, Mante, AhuacatlB.n and the El Abra
PERSONNET,: .John Mikels, David and Dan .Johnson, Craig and Steve Bittinger~
Jim Clements, Neal Morris, Pam Alton, Don Broussard,' .John
Fish, Paul Duncan B.nd various other people arriving and leav ing
from time to time
REPORTED BY: John Mikels
David, Dan and myself left the J3th and crashed at .John Fish's in
Valles. We spent the next day helping Fish. Went to the Nacimiento del
Rio Choy B.nd retrieved some experiments. We swam into the cave. Later
in the day we ran some soil-rock ratio tests in Abra.
We of PASS and Craig go to XiJitla-Ahuacatlan areB.. We picked out
what we thought was an undone sotano. John Fish and Paul Duncan stop
by on their way to Mexico City. They tell us that we are doing Sotano
de '-Ioya. We go ahead and do it B.nd come out in the rain. Went back to
Valles and crB.sh.
The next dB.y we spent several hours around Sisterno de Montecill·:Js
looking f~r surface openings of some domes inside which some of us had
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pushed earlier to the point of impossible passage. We had no luck. Some
of the people go to Pichyumo siphon to look around.
In studying some air photos we notice some large sinks located near
a chapel 0n top of the El Abra. We obtained a guide and set out for the
area. After eight r.ours of hiking, hacking and a little hewing we got
lost. We made arrangements to c0me back at Christmas and try again.
On the 19th we head down the El Abra until we think we are even with
the Caldera, a 1/4 mile diameter sink in the top of the El Abra. No 1ne
had ever been there and we were going to try the next day to locate it.
The way up was not very steep but the jungle was extremely dense. We
cut and flayed for twelve hours. We finally quit and came back dc~n.
We were within 200 feet of the top and plan to return Thanksgiving to
finish the trail. On the way back we broke a tie rod on a very bad
muddy road. We stop and crash.
The next day we procure a new tie rod and mechanic from mante for
only eight bills. Then to Mante to eat and then home.
DATE: 15 August 1971
DESTINATION: Huebner Road Cave
PERSONNEL: Mat Ferrar, Susan Ferrar, Roger McMill ·:)n and Wayne Ru ssell
REPORTED BY: Wayne Russell
To save time we explored and mapped at the same time. The cave goes
horizontally awhile then dropped into a seventy-five foot pit where
we encountered bad air. The cave seems to have flooded recently with
much organic debris throughout, which in decaying seems to have used
up most of the oxygen. There didn't appear to be any noxious gases
present but just a lack of oxygen and very poor air circulation. We
found a very strong lead at the bottom which we were unable to push
to the end. Any effort quickly left one panting for breath and everyone suffered from headacheo which lasted from several hours to a few days.
DATE: 19 August 1971
DESTINATION: Natural Bridge Caverns
PERSONNEL: Al Brandt, W. :-r. 1owie, .John Graves and Scott I.J:arden
REPORTED BY: Scott I.J:arden
This trip was to map more of the South FauJ.t. An earJier trip had
mapped 500 feet an this trip netted over 300 feet. We wanted to go
down a passage that connected with Plut0's Anteroom and surpise some
tourists, but we took a wrong turn. An upcoming expedition will map
the pasGage to Pluto's. We exited the cave extremely mud-c~vered and
of course just as a tour was coming in. Great fun!
DATE: 20-22 Aug1st 1971
DESTINATION: Dudley Cave, Sonora Caverns and Cave unknown
PERSONNEL: Bob and Alicia Oakley, Hank Stoner and Larry and Elaine
Williams
REPORTED 5Y: Larry Williams
Fob, Alicia and Hank came to visit us with the promise of going
caving. we splashed through Dudley Cave looking for beetles and finding
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no~e

due to heavy rains in the area reently. On to Sonora Caverns and
to Cave unknown finding it from memory of a visit six years ago. The
entrance was breakdown but passage was found to lead to a guano deposit
and a small hole through which we could see another ten feet. Digging
the crawl big enough for Oakley we went on another twenty feet to a
steep chimney which Hank took for about twenty-five feet and he said it
went on. It was nearly dark when we exited from the cave only to be
followed out by a huge colony of free-tailed bats. A good cave, with
little or no garbage and with great possibilities. While in the cave
we only saw two or three bats and a large guano deposit. The bats came
from some other part of the cave that we had not seen. A return trip is
planned soon.
DATE: 20-23 August 1971
DESTINATION: cave prospecting in Southwestern Missouri
PERS ONNEL: Mike Warton, Mike Redden and Lee Robertson
REPORTED BY: Mike Warton
My wife and I left Austin about 7:30AM the 20th and went via scenic
route through Arkansas hitting one commercial cave after another for
entertainment. I preached a couple of sermons and bad mouthed the sale
of cave formations at two commercial caves and left feeling at least
triumphant. Diamond Cave,Arkansas is a wasted commercial cave. We arrived
in Missouri the 22nd and found Mike Redden and Tee Robertson cave hungry.
We discovered a large virgin cave on Bear Creek near Old Spanish Cave,
Reed Springs Missouri. The entrance was in a small bluff c~vered densely
with under brush. It required 200 ft. of crawlway through 33° water to
reach a chimney blocked by flowst0ne obstructions. I removed these
neatly with a ten lb. sledge and entered a room twenty feet wide and
twenty-five high. It was well decorated with a waterfall. A great lead
0ut of this room was a horizontal tube near the ceiling having fast a i r
current. We were not able tJ pursue this lead out Jf the room due to
fatigue, time, fuel and a minor injury. If any Texas cavers are interested
in mapping or expl ·J ring the cave notify me (Bale 1ne s Grotto) before I
contact the Springfield Grotto. Also fc)Und in this cave were "glow
worms." We visited Gentry Cave and checked other leads and returned home.
DATE: 21 August 1971
DESTINATI~N: Medina County
PERSONNEL: Mike Ross, Jorja Lindgron and Scott qarden
REPORTED BY: Scott .1arden
A bridge on FM 639 was completely wiped out by floods so we went west.
We went to a place on ~ondo Creek and were told about a pit with.such
airflow that it could "hold up a Stetson in mid-air." We have planned
a future trip. We then rode my airmattress down raging londo Creek (normally dry).
DATE: 2? Aug ust lJ7l
DESTINATION: quebner Road Cave
PERSONNEL: Hat Ferrar, Susan Ferrar, .John Graves and Wayne Russell
REPORTED BY: Wayne Russell
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We decided to just explore on this trip to give us some idea of what
we were up against. Suzy stayed topside and the rest of us checked out
the remainder of the upper level. It dead-ended in one direction then
took a series of drops down pits from twelve to forty feet deep, totaling
about 125 feet ending in a dome-pit with a small po0l of murky water
which seems to be permanent and of undetermined depth. This section of
the cave also had bad air or lack of oxygen which resulted in shortness
of breath and headaches of short duration which cleared rapidly in
fresh air when we left.
DATE: Labor Day Weekend
DESTINATION: Val Verde County
PERS0NNEL: Lee Grabeel, John C. Kibler, Bill and Virginia
John E. Kibler
REPORTED BY: J0hn E. Kibler

r~ong

and

After ten seventy minute hours we arrived at the Amistad Reservoir,
to0k a boat ride thr0ugh the canyons and visited some Indian shelters.
The rem~inder of the day was devoted to some badly sleep time.
Early bext m0rning we entered a small ~pening and finding large rooms
and passage ways and a deep drop-off. We failed t0 bring our ladder
stretcher, so we had to relinguish our effort until an~ther time. By
that time we were ready to partake of some of Lee Grabeel's famous
Cave Cricket Stew. Another cave was attempted but with the same luck,
extra equipment was 500 miles n0rth. Another attempt will be made at a
later day. Bill Long was delayed a day due to transmission trouble, but
with a few choice words the mechanic had him on his way. Bill missed
the first cave from lack of zzzzzzz time.
DATE: Labor Day Weekend
DESTINATION: Mountains south of Monterrey,Nuevo Leon
PERSONNEL: Mike Connolly, Charles Fromen, Jim McLane, Rans ·om Myers, Ben
Thrash and Joyce Thrash
REPORTED BY: Mike Connolly
The trip started out on low note eith tire probJems and Charles
falling victim to a severe American intestinal dis0rder only a few mjles
past the border. After a stop in Montemorelos for medicina, it was
decided to abandon the original plan f0r further cave expl~ration in
the Potrero Redondo region. A driving trip through the mountains was
chosen since Ben's Carry-All was suited to the back roads and we could
cover vast area where little checking for caves had been done. This
proved t0 be a wise decision, as two 0ther members of the group fell ill
before the weekend was over.
After a side trip to see the spectacular southern end of Huasteca
Canyon, the journey followed a route from Cienaga, n0rth toward Saltillo.
Upon reaching pavement near Saltillo, the group headed west for a short
distance before turning south, with the purpose of reaching Rayones via
the backroad route from Cienaga. This stretch proved ~o be much more
difficult than anticipated, with progress hampered by po~r road and deep
river crossings. ·
The sighting of a gigantic opening, which extends completely through
the top of a mountain north of Rayones, generated a great deal of
excitement. Among our group, none 0f us had previously been aware of
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its existance. An enormous natural arch forms the roof of this opening,
which appears to be at least 150 feet in diameter. We finally reached
Rayones successfuly, with a cracked exhaust manifold and extremely
battered gas tank. Despite the varying degrees of infirmity, everyone
aggreed that it had been an outstanding trip.
DATE: 4-6 September 1971
DESTINATION: S.W.R. Regional
PERSONNEL: Sco0ter Hildebolt, Rick Sheriff, Dan Watson, et al
REPORTED BY: Dan Watson
The Fall SWR Regional was held in White Mountain Wilderness with an
attendance of twenty to thirty cavers. Saturday was spent hiking in the
mountains and practicing rope work on the rocks. Sunday, the entire group
was herded through Crockett's Cave. The cave was interesting with many
gypsum spele0thems, however the group was fat oo large and slow moving.
A trip to Craver's Cave was Jost due to the land having changed hands.
Monday was spent on hiking and climbing.
DATE: 12 September 1971
DESTINATION: Medina County
PERSONNEL: Mike Ross and Scott Harden
REPORTED BY: Scott Harden

A promising lead wasn't checked because the man wasn't home. We
looked at some dinosaur tracks on Hondo Creek, then went to Medina
Lake Sinkhole where Mike took some pictures.
DATE: 10-12 September 1971
DESTINATION: La Gruta de los Palmit0s
PERSONNEL: P.A.S.S. club trip
REPORTED BY: John Mikels
Approxamately thirty-two people went on the annual Fall . PASS trip
to Bustamante. About twenty people were new cavers. We did just about
all of the cave. As usual, it was a very wet trip. The club appears
to be off to a good start this year with many enthusiastic neophytes
who proved themselves well.
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"How glorious it is--and also how painful--to be an exception."
Alfred de Musset
"Follow your own bent, no matter what people say."
Karl Marx

*
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GI\ANPES
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ROCAS

@PISO T CIELO Dl!: ROC4
...... ..~ CUI\VAS DE IHVEI.

0CJCLO AI.J"O

t" t
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GUANO.
FlLTI\ACION[$

GRU~S

OE SUSTAMAijTa

''cu~A DEL PA!.MlTO"

LOC/\LIZI\01\ A 2G 0 33' L IITIT UD NOr::i'E
Y CON UNA LO NGITUD DE 100°37 '

The above is a copy of a Mexican map of Cueva del Palmito ( Bu stamante).
On a recent trip there, Bob Ll oy d was able to obt ain this copy from the
Po1i cia in the town of Bustamante. He s ubmitted it t o the TC th inking
that other TSA members might b e int erested in seeing it al s o .
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"I GOT T\REt::> IN nV>,T tv\~ZE,
so I.. ESTltv\A.TED TI\E 'OA...TA..
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